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Michael Oak
Waldorf School
WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
No. 1
4 Marlow Road Kenilworth 7708 Cape Town

Tel. 021 797 9728

Welcome Back!
We extend a warm welcome to all members of the
Michael Oak community, and a special welcome
to our new staff members and all the new families
who have joined us. We wish you a long and
happy association with Michael Oak, and may
2019 be filled with many enriching experiences.

Fax 021 797 1207

info@michaeloak.org.za

25 January 2019
www.michaeloak.org.za

Our New Class Ones

This is an exciting year as we join more than a
thousand Waldorf schools worldwide in
celebrating 100 years of Waldorf Education. Here
in South Africa we will be celebrating at our
National Teachers’ Conference at Constantia
Waldorf School during the March holidays.
Congratulations to our 2018 Matrics on their
excellent results – we are so proud of you!
On this past Monday morning, at the beginning of
the year’s whole school staff gathering, Richard
Cox shared some valuable thoughts on a verse
written by Rudolf Steiner:

In their first assembly in ‘Big School’ the new Class Ones listened
attentively to a story about Zimbabwe, told by their teacher Andre van Blerk.

The healthy social life is found
When in the mirror of the soul
The whole community finds its reflection
And when in the community
The virtue of each soul is living.
We will be working and deepening the meaning
of this verse throughout the coming year.
Warm wishes
The College of Teachers
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Welcome and
Information Evening
All parents are invited to the Welcome and
Information Evening on Wednesday 30
January from 7.00 to 8.30pm in the hall.
An informative talk on the structures and
governance of the school -- and how this
supports the healthy social life of the
individual and the community -- will be
presented by Richard Cox.
There will be an opportunity to meet
the teachers and support staff.
Refreshments will be served on arrival.

Seated in the Class 1 classroom, and gathered in the sandpit at break time.
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Well done,
Class of 2018!
The matrics of 2018 have done us proud! We are becoming well known in
the Metro South Education District as "a school with a difference that knows
what they are doing"!
Guy Hasewinkel, Cierewyn Small and Joshua Boltman all attained 7
distinctions (see photo at right).
Emma Brassington and Taiji Morgan attained 6 distinctions, and Mikha
Davids, Ella Greig, Nicolas Miehe, Zen Mthembu-Salter, Liam Swart and
Frances van Zyl attained 5 distinctions each.
In order of merit, with aggregates:
1 and 2. Tied for first place - Guy Hasewinkel and Joshua Boltman with 88,5%
3. Cierewyn Small with 86,6%
4. Frances van Zyl (86,0%) and 2nd Highest subject mark - 96% for Visual Arts
5. Taiji Morgan with 83,9% and top subject mark - 98% for Religion Studies
6. Zen Mthembu-Salter with 83,2%
7. Nicolas Miehe with 82,2%
8. Emma Brassington with 82,1%
9. Ella Greig with 81,2%
Mikha Davids just missed his A aggregate due to a mishap with his IT
Practical.
Overall, our matrics scored 9 ‘A’ Aggregates, 10 ‘B’ Aggregates, 4 ‘C’
aggregates and 1 ’D’ aggregate.
There were 82 Subject A's out of a possible 168 of which 20 were 90% or over
and 49 subject marks in the 70's.
This means that 75% of the marks were above 70%, which is excellent!
For some of our students, distinctions and 70's were not their aim, and we
are proud of all of our students - they all worked well last year. Very well
done to all of the matrics.
A big thank you to all of the teachers from Kindergarten to matric who
have played a role in getting these young human beings to excel when
pitting themselves against the National Senior Certificate.

ONLINE REPORT

Michael Oak ranked ‘one of the
top ten schools in SA’
“The top 10 schools which wrote the national
senior certificate (NSC) matric exam boasted an
average of three distinctions per pupil.”

-- Business Insider
When ranked according to the number of distinctions
achieved per pupil, Michael Oak was placed seventh
in SA in the 2018 NSC exams, with an average of 3.4
distinctions per pupil – see table graphic.

Matric's of 2019, are you going to make us proud too? Surely you will!
Lee Smit-Gardner -- High School Teacher & Matric Administrator

Snack Time in the Playgroup
Source: https://www.businessinsider.co.za/the-top-schools-in-south-africaright-now-2019-1 Graphic courtesy Business Insider.
(Note: in the table, ‘destinctions’ should read ‘distinctions’. Leaflet ed.)

Condolences
We wish to offer our heartfelt condolences to the
Grayson family. Lance Grayson (father of Spencer
in the kindergarten) passed away in December.
Nicole and the children in her class will be
holding a tree planting ceremony for Spencer
and his family, in loving memory of Lance.
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Welcome to our new Michael Oakies!
In the Playgroup:
Aiden Ball
Mason Bernatzeder
Nathan Chang
Milla Crosoer
Luna Davis
Sol Davis
Imogen Fair
Vivienne Giles
Melissa Herbst
Callum L'Hoste
Benjamin McKinney
Olivia Naidoo
Tlangi Ndzhukule
Kian Thompson
Noa-Sophie van der Heyden
Alexander Winks

In the Kindergarten:
William Ainslie
Ayaan Casoojee
Noah Daniels
Olivia Diedericks
Alexander Finlay
Gabriel Jacobs
Skylar Jubelin
Mahir Ihsan Moosa
Morgan Mullers
Michael Oliver
Chloe Wardman
Ella Wardman
Amia Wiles

Class 1
Giles Walter
Class 2
Nina Ross De Villiers
Class 5
Jade Dexter
Elijah Gallant
Daniel Mohamed
Alexander Smit
Class 7
Athaan Casoojee
Cooper Grace McNicholl

Class 8
Lua Bopape
Claire De Villers
Daniella Kumm
Zintle Malherbe
Simphiwe Peter
Nathaniel Raubenheimer
Suchitra Roberts
Saskia Tucker
Class 9
Sai Ehrhardt
Alex Mohamed
Class 10
Noah Kerchhoff

Introducing our
new Staff
Andrew September (Sports coach and
coordinator) -- I’m looking forward to
furthering my teaching career of almost 30
years, here at Michael Oak. I experienced an
amazing welcome from the school
community. My passion: sport, specifically
athletics, in the form of various codes. I have
participated in the 110m hurdles, sprints and
jumps, achieving up to 2,15m in the high
jump. Other codes I achieved SA colours in
Andrew September, Rob McLeod, Tiffany Courtriers, Blessing Mbonambi, Claire Walter.
were gymnastics and volleyball. My belief:
sport and physical development plays an
integral role in child development. It disciplines
and allows for growth in confidence. My career highlights: to coach my son Andre in the same athletics codes and seeing him achieve
silver at South African championships in the decathlon, coaching an Olympic Paralympic athlete to success; being acknowledged by the
Stellenbosch University Sport faculty for contributions to sport through the years; adding a chapter in a book compilation written by the
University of Stellenbosch on Sport history and Sport Culture.
Rob McLeod (English teacher, high school) -- Best known to some for his hilarious story- telling with Kurt Schoonraad at the Dad's
Dudes n Kids Camp, Rob makes a gear shift from international corporate training to reconnect with an old talent for teaching, for which
he trained at Wits, Unisa and UKZN. Apart from having taught in KZN and Gauteng in state and private high schools, he's also managed a
farm, a DStv business, worked with the Mail & Guardian and for Nelson Mandela. He was also the senior researcher for sahistory online,
overseeing their content production and site design. He loves facilitating learning and behaviour change in young and not so young
people, and is excited about this opportunity to explore and learn together in the Michael Oak community.
Tiffany Courtriers (Class 1 Assistant teacher) -- After taking a gap year to figure out what I wanted to do, I studied for four years at the
Centre for Creative Education. I am fortunate enough to have worked with the 2018 Class 7s teaching and learning about the Renaissance
period, which kick-started my once forgotten love of drawing. I am passionate about art, music and poetry, but most of all teaching. I am
also currently doing Bollywood dancing and will be participating in the Cape Town Carnival.
Blessing Mbonambi (Matric Drama, English teacher) -- My name is Blessing Mbonambi and I am the new Matric Drama teacher as
well the Class 10 and 12 English teacher. I was born in KwaZulu and I studied in Cape Town at UCT. I have been teaching Drama and
English at the Windhoek Waldorf School for the past 6 years. I will also be co-guardian of the class 10s along with Estelle Geldenhuys. I
am very passionate about words and expression -- the performing arts are at the heart of my work and I am always excited to work with
new students, I am very inspired and motivated from meeting the students and my new colleagues here at Michael Oak.
Claire Walter (Secretary) -- I have been a parent at a Waldorf School for the past 12 years. Prior to starting at Michael Oak I worked at
Imhoff Waldorf School for three years. I have children at Michael Oak in Class 10, 7 and Class 1. I look forward to being part of the Michael
Oak community and trust that 2019 will be an amazing year for colleagues, parents and children.
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Anna’s Winning Poster will fly
from the Mast!
Welcome back to a new school year in 2019! Particular
welcome to new members of the Michael Oak
community. The Diversity Corner is a bi-weekly article
brought to you by the Diversity Circle.

Anna Crosoer (in stripey top) seen here with her winning poster at a
ceremony attended by the Swiss minister of Foreign Affairs, Ignazio Cassis
(holding poster).
A recent competition to design “a flag for the oceans” to be flown on the
Swiss ketch (the Fleur de Passion) was won by Anna Crosoer in Grade 7 at
Michael Oak.
The Fleur de Passion is on a 4 year expedition mapping human impact on the
oceans, measuring micro plastics, noise pollution and coral health. It
reached Cape Town after 3 years of sailing.
Anna’s picture won the drawing competition and the ship will complete its
journey under her flag.
It’s wonderful to think that a bit of Michael Oak, and Class 7, will be going on
this journey! Congratulations Anna!
Read about the 4 year expedition:
http://www.omexpedition.com/index.php/en/the-expedition/fleur-de-passion

THE COLLEGE OF TEACHERS
Anne-Marie Winkelman (chair)
Leigh Whitesman
Kathy Abbott
Pam Schneider
Vincent Message
Cal Lew
Lee-Smit Gardner
Roy Davids
Vincent Message
Kate Dingle
Tine Bohm
Lynn Kerchhoff (secretary)

The purpose of the Diversity Circle is to play a positive
role in the Michael Oak community - to be a support
as well as holding a mirror for us. We hold events and
create spaces that will help all of us explore questions
that increase our understanding and appreciation of
difference. We would like to support our teachers as
they work so hard to create the beautiful space for our
children to learn, and help them when they are faced
with challenging situations. We would like to help
create experiences for children that open their eyes to
the wonders of the richly diverse nation that we are
part of. We will write articles that may help you think
beyond your usual paradigms and will hopefully bring
greater awareness of diversity subjects to our
community. We will celebrate all of us and all the
wonderful differences that make us so special.
From the Diversity Circle we wish you a year of
continued exploration and learning as we all grow our
consciousness regarding difference, privilege and
inclusion.
And we would like to welcome any parent who is
interested in this topic to join the Circle and contribute
at Michael Oak. Please write to us at
michaeloakdiversity@gmail.com
With love
The Diversity Circle
Written by Rob Broster

Notes from the Admin team
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Directory to be
discontinued
Parent Trustees:

Wayne de Wet
Josie Eastwood
Jon Duncan
Emma McKinney
Lesedi Makhurane
Martin Firer
Tauhir Jardine
Ian Rijsdijk

Teacher and Admin Trustees:
Anne-Marie Winkelman
Cal Lew
Leigh Whitesman
Richard Cox
Pam Schneider
Lynn Kerchhoff (secretary)

Dear Parents,
We regret to confirm that from this year
onwards we are no longer able to publish the
school Directory. We have been informed
that it is against current legislation to publish
full contact details of our entire parent
community.
The useful Directory booklet was first
compiled and printed in 1994 -- 25 years ago
-- and it was a mine of useful networking
information which served our community
well.
The College of Teachers
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Admin Notes continued

New Sports Court now in full use

About the Leaflet
If you are a new parent, this is probably the first Leaflet you
have seen. We publish two editions: the printed Leaflet on
Friday morning is a maximum of 6 pages and is printed on our
high-speed riso machine, in black and white only (regrettably
the photos are not always shown at their best). The printed
Leaflet includes the staff editorial and main school news
articles but the afternoon edition (the e-Leaflet) includes all
overflow community notices as well as some in-depth articles.
And of course the e-Leaflet is in colour, and the photos look
much better.
The e-Leaflet is sent out on Friday afternoons and all new
parents have already been added to the mailing list. If you do
not receive a copy in your inbox today please email me at
cabbott@michaeloak.org.za so I can check the list.
Charles Abbott, Leaflet editor
In today’s e-Leaflet:

Our lovely new sport court (which used to be a ‘dust bowl’, remember?) is
now in full use. The bedded layers cured properly over the holidays, the
poles were installed and markings painted. The new trees and shrubs
around the court coped well in the heat and are now well settled. Let the
games begin!

“I’m a Developer. I Won’t Teach My Kids to Code,
and Neither Should You...”

Community Notices
Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

LOCAL FAMILY SEEKS GREAT AU PAIR
A family in Gibson Rd require the services of an au
pair with car and license 2 days per week (Wed and
Thurs) to care for children aged 3 (PG) and 7 (Class 1).
Contact Serai 084 605 2022 for more.

FELT WORKSHOP
Once off Saturday Felt Workshop - Valentine Special
9th Feb! @ St. Catherine Studio in Timour Hall.
Weekly Adult Oil & Mixed Media art classes also
available. Email: artstudio@inkimp.co.za for details
or call Vicki on 083 789 7291.

HOUSES FOR SALE CLOSE BY
Walk to School!
18 Wargrave Road. Double storey Victorian semi.
R2,995m. Contact Kyle Curran 083 603 0003.
43 Wargrave Rd. Semi-detached Victorian cottage
on 250m2. POA. Contact 083 642 4848.
12 Ascot Road. Large freestanding single-storey on
1000m2. R4,895m. Contact 084 742 0006.
9 Goldbourne Rd, corner Richie. Large freestanding
double-storey on 620m2.
R5,850m. Contact
www.leadhome.co.za
PLEASE NOTE: Neither the Leaflet editor nor Michael Oak derive
any financial benefit from sales of properties in this list, which is
offered to assist parents who wish to relocate close to the school..

ADVERTISEMENTS:
Donations for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to
offer a contribution to our Bursary Fund.

Minimum donation R30
Please use these bank details for EFT transfers:
Standard Bank, Branch: 02510900.
Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School Fundraising.
Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Please note that all adverts (classifieds or display) will
only be published in the Leaflet for a maximum of 3
insertions per term.

Community Notices are continued in the e-Leaflet. Not on the mailing list?
Send an email to cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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I’m a Developer. I Won’t Teach My
Kids to Code, and Neither Should You
By Joe Morgan
On a recent late-night formula run, I
passed by a large display of books about
teaching children to code. I have seen
these books around, but never such a
large display directed toward elementaryaged children. These books are part of a
flood of resources—summer coding
camps, after-school code clubs, apps
designed to teach kindergarteners the
rudiments of JavaScript—aimed at
equipping children with future-proof
skills.
It’s easy to see why parents push coding
on their children. What better way to
prepare our kids for a future ruled by
software than by training them how to
build it? If everything is going to be
automated, it’s much safer to be the one
doing the automating. And if learning to
code is good, then learning earlier is
better. But while these products may
teach kids specific coding languages, they
actually have very little to do with the
work of creating software.
A former co-worker of mine was trained
at a coding boot camp with the motto
“Coding Is the New Literacy.” That
sentiment is at the heart of all the
programming books and games. The
description in one popular book says
starting coding early is “essential to
prepare kids for the future.” This gives the
impression that not teaching kids to code
is somehow equivalent to not teaching
them to read.
That is, of course, ridiculous. Coding is
not the new literacy. While most parents
are literate and know to read to their kids,
most are not programmers and have no
idea what kind of skills a programmer
needs. Coding books for kids present
coding as a set of problems with “correct”
solutions. And if your children can just
master the syntax, they’ll be able to make
things quickly and easily. But that is not
the way programming works.
Programming is messy. Programming is a
mix of creativity and determination. Being
a developer is about more than syntax,
and certain skills can only be taught to
the very young.
Early in my career, I wrote some code to
configure and run a group of remote
servers. The code worked great. At least
that’s what I thought until about 18 hours
later, when my phone dinged in the

middle of the night telling me a group
of the servers had failed. Staggering
from bed to my laptop, I ran the code
again to replace the broken servers.
Hours later, a different group failed.
There wasn’t a syntax problem. If there
had been, the servers would never have
been built in the first place. The problem
was much deeper. Isolating and solving it
took several weeks and many nights of
interrupted sleep.

that aesthetic feeling is as much a part of
development as any algorithm or coding
pattern.

Coding is like that. Try something. See if it
works. Try again. If a problem was
straightforward, it would be automated
or at least solved with some open-source
code. All that’s left is the difficult task of
creating something unique. There are no
books that teach you how to solve a
problem no one has seen before. This is
why I don’t want my kids to learn syntax. I
want them to learn to solve problems, to
dive deep into an issue, to be creative. So
how do we teach that?

My wife and I recently made sugar
cookies with our son. Every time we
mixed some ingredients we would pause
and look at the dough and talk about the
texture and color. Was it smooth? Did we
get all the parts mixed evenly? As we
rolled out the dough, my son felt the
surface and watched as my wife showed
him how to get everything even and thin.
The hardest part, though, was cutting out
the shapes. Like all kids, he instinctively
pushed the cutter right in the middle of
the rolled-out dough, and every time we
would try to explain how to place shapes
next to each other in order to maximize
each roll.

One day, my son was concerned that a
chair of his was wobbly. We looked at it
and he helped me isolate the problem:
One of the screws was loose. I found one
of our many leftover hex wrenches and
showed him how to screw it back in. After
that, he was curious what would happen
if he screwed the other way, which he did
until the screw came out. We ended up
taking the chair all the way apart and
putting it back together a couple of times,
often mismatching pieces, before he was
satisfied the job was finished. Try
something. See how it works. Try again.

Every step—precisely measuring
ingredients, gauging mixed dough for
smoothness and consistency, placing
precision cuts to minimize waste—taught
him something about quality. It’s hard to
teach the difference between merely
executing steps, such as following a
recipe, and doing something well. It can
only be passed on through feel and
experience. And every time you involve
your kids when you work on something
you value, you are teaching them how to
do things well. You are preparing them to
write code.

Of course, getting something working is
just the first step of building software.
The next step is to make code clear,
reusable, and neat. Once, early in my
career, I wrote a feature and gave it to a
senior developer for review. He took one
look at my sloppy spacing, mismatched
lines, and erratic naming conventions and
just said, “Do it again.” It was working.
The syntax was valid. It was still wrong.
Good coders don’t just get something to
work. They want it to be good.

But you’re not only teaching them that.
You’re teaching them the world is full of
interesting things to discover. You’re
showing them how to be passionate and
look for that ephemeral sense of quality
in everything they do. The best part is
that even if they don’t become coders—
most shouldn’t and won’t—the same skills
can be used in nearly any career, in every
hobby, in every life. When we force kids to
learn syntax, we reinforce the idea that if
something is not a blatantly employable
skill, it’s not valuable. Adults can learn
syntax. Only kids can learn to embrace
curiosity.

That feeling of quality is the hardest thing
for many developers to master. Welldesigned code feels good to work with,
and ugly code will make developers
involuntarily cringe. The best developers
learn to fuse abstract logic with the
sensitivity of an artist. Learning to trust

Source: Waldorf Today #435.
First published in slate.com
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Michael Oak Calendar
NB: Class Parents’ Meetings are usually at 7.30pm

Monday
28 JANUARY

4

Tuesday
29

::: PG Playgroup :::

Wednesday
30

Class 3 and 4
Parents Evening 7pm

5

2019
KG Kindergarten :::

Thursday

PS Primary School

Friday

31

1

7

8

C of A Facilitator’s Meet

FEBRUARY

6

Saturday

13

14

15
Valentine’s Day

School Photo Day

2

3

9

10

16

Valentine’s Day Dance

20

21

22

PG Parents Meet

26

27
Links Meeting

4

5
High School Forum

11

28
Board of Trustees

6
Pancake Evening

12

Class 7 Visit Day in HS

7
Rocking Future
HS Expo 11am

KG Parent Evening 7.30pm

13

14

17

Regional Sharing
at Stellenbosch

FinCom

19

25

Sunday

Board of Trustees and
College of Teachers
Planning

12

18

HS High School

NEW PARENTS’ WELCOME
and INFORMATION
EVENING 7.00 to 8.30pm

Class 7 Parent Evening

11

:::

23

24

Greek Olympics

Greek Olympics

Founder’s Day Outings
Classes 8 to 12
1
MARCH

OPEN DAY

2

8

9

3

Founder’s Day Outings KG Garden & Work Day
9.30 to 4pm
Classes 1 to 7

Class 8 Family Camp

15

10
Craft Day

Class 8 Family Camp

16

17

Dads Dudes
and Kids Camp

Dads Dudes
and Kids Camp

Cl. 8 camp ends

Dads Dudes
and Kids Camp

HS Social

18

19

20
KG Festival
TERM 1 ENDS
for KG and PG

25

26

21
Harvest Festival

23

24

Nurturing Seeds
Teachers’ Conference
begins

Human Rights’ Day

TERM 1 ENDS

27

22

28

29

30

31

4
11

5
12

6
13

7
14

18

19

20

Teachers’ Conference ends
APRIL

1
8

2
9

3
10
FinCom

TERM 2 STARTS

15

16

17

Craft Day

Hearing Tests

Hearing Tests

Hearing Tests

Good Friday

Links Meeting

22

23

24

Family Day

29
6

25
Board of Trustees

30
7

1

MAY
Workers’ Day

8

26

27

UCT Maths Competition

2

28
Freedom Day

3

4
Class 7 Drama

9

21

10

5
Class 7 Drama

11

Ramadan starts
(TBC)

12
Craft Day

Regional Sharing: Gaia

13

14

15

16

17

18

KG Vision Testing

KG Vision Testing

BIG WALK

KG Parent Meeting

20

21

22

19

23

24

30

31

25

26

FinCom
PG Parent Meeting

27

28

29

3

4

5

6

JUNE
Class 7 Intergenerational sharing

1
Michael Oak’s
57th Birthday

7

8

Eid ul Fitr (TBC)

10

11

12

Youth Day Observed

18

19
PS Festival

9
Craft Day

13

14

15

16

20

21

22

23

Board of Trustees

17

2

Youth Day
KG Festival

TERM 2 ENDS
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EXTRAMURAL ART CLASSES
For the 1st term in 2019, projects will be chosen from:
more outdoor sketching (as we only had a taste of this);
painting with plant pigments; papier mache sculpture;
creative clay work; a stimulating architectural project;
drawing and painting on personal themes; drawing with
ink; etching; mixed media pictures on a marine theme; as
well as creative artistic collage. Do remember you can put
in requests. There will be differentiation as to what the
younger and older children do.
Generally, on offer are a variety of media, themes as well
as 2-D and 3-D projects, including those about the natural
environment (Sue’s speciality). Our artworks are
stimulated by South African and other artists, as well as
current and recent exhibitions and topics.
A new
development is that siblings, parents and grandparents
are welcome to join as pupils, which was successfully
piloted last year.

Term 1 2019

Days and times, 1st term's art classes (1 session per week). Children may catch up
lessons; children from Michael Oak (MO) may come to the classroom that we will be
using for art straight after school (Class 8 room). Classes start Friday 25th January, and
children may join in the second lesson or later.
Friday 12.55 pm – 1.55 pm (Kindergarten, Classes 1 and 2, parents etc.)
Friday 2 pm – 3 pm (Classes 3 and 4 mainly, but also Kindergarten, Classes 1 and 2,
parents, etc.)
Friday 2.30 pm - 3.30 pm (an overlap class for Classes 5, 6 and 7, siblings, parents, etc.)
Friday 3.00 pm – 4.00 pm (Classes 5, 6 and 7 or higher, as well as all other classes, siblings,
parents, etc.)
Saturday 10.30 am – 11.40 am, or 11.50 am if they stay for a socialising break (6 – 13 yrs,
siblings, parents, etc.)
Also in Constantia (the Wynberg side) for all age groups on a Thursday.
Fees are R910 a term, including materials and firing. Visitors or ‘try-out’ pupils are welcome
at R120 a lesson. Detailed newsletters and flyers can be found in the foyer. For more
information contact Sue [MPhil in Education (Teaching) UCT and trained Waldorf teacher]
0217946609 (landline), 0832377242 (WhatsApp) or snepgen@xsinet.co.za

You can’t use up creativity. The more you use, the more you have.
-- Maya Angelou

Opinions in this newsletter belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za Editor Charles Abbott.
To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please e-mail to cabbott@michaeloak.org.za

